This is an informal report intended primarily for internal or limited extemal distribution. The opinions and conclusions stated are those of the author and may or may not be those of the Laboratory. 
I. Introduction
The experimental data we are concerned with here are obtained from monostatic radar returns from wind-wave surfaces, under which the medium produces various internal waves. These in turn manifest themselves as modulations of the wave surface, which are scanned by the radar in question. With small grazing angles (Y I ZOO) and short pulses we may expect that the scatter return off such surfaces will exhibit a nongaussian structure, particularly with bursts of multiple scatter and occasional breaking waves. As we have already remarked in Section 3 of [l] , where the affect of these mechanisms are briefly described, the resulting random bursts (vis-a-vis an essentially gaussian background of comparatively small, uncorrelated scatter components) suggest the physically derived Class A, 3-component nongaussian noise model (Sec. 3.1 [l] ), briefly summarized below (Sec. 3fi.l. In any case, whatever the model -physical or mathematically ad hoc-our purpose here is to outline or otherwise describe:
4)
The tvpes of (clutter) noise data -instantaneous amplitudes, envelopes, intensities -needed for adaptive (near-) optimum detection of weak signals in such noise environments; How much data are needed and applied in the detection process;
The constraints upon, -and tests for, the validation of the experimental data itself; Related topics, concerning sample size, stationarity, etc.
The cumulative intent of the above is to provide a guide to the data analyses required for full exploitation of the locally optimum detection algorithms indicated by theory for optimum performance, 6. Sections 2,4 of [l] .
Our topics in the following include: i) Optimumthreshold detection algorithms in the coherent reception regimes*; * We shall extend these results in a subsequent study [31, now underway, to the important caxs of incoherent reception for independent and correlated noise samples.
3 ii) Needed statistics for their implementation; iii) Class A noise models: first-order pdfs; iv) Other, empirical noise models; v) Various procedures for analvzing. the input data.
As we have stated above, OUT primary purpose in this Report is to provide a guide to statistical data analysis needed for ROI implementation.
Canonical Optimum Threshold Algorithms -The Coherent Rigime fI3:
The canonical threshold algorithm for optimum detection, namely, the locally optimum Bayer detector (LOBD), here for coherent reception, directly identifies the various statistical data needed for: I) implementation of the algorithm and, 2) prediction of its performance. In practice, of course, we seek to approximate this theoretical ideal as closely as possible, consistent with existing constraints of time and cost. under the often reasonable approximation of local stationarity and homogeneity over the J (=MN) space-time samples* (pixels/sec seconds of observation, cf. Sec 4.1, [l] ). As before, I and L(2) are determined from the accompanying non-gaussian noise, inciuding a purely random (additive) noise component, through the relations:
In the gauss noise cases (2.3) is readily obtained, since
Thus, items I, (2.2) (2.3) above are our first set of needed alnorithm statistics, to be applied to the LOBD (2.1). This means that, fundamentally, to begin with we need the first-order noise pdf wl(zpo), 6. (2.31, which is generally nonnaussian.
For implementation of the LOBD (2.1) we need two additional statistical quantities here, viz:
A (2lT 2. The bias Bj+h, Ea_. (2.2), or equivalently (e(')) .
(2.4a)
To achieve the quantification of (2.4a,b) we proceed as follows in these coherent regimes. We begin with the prediction of performance and use (4.1) of [I], namely:
* It is recognized that this is frequently an approximation to the actual state of the data, hence the need for statistical testing for stationarity and homogeneity (s.+h.), noted below, 6. Sec. 4 III. It may be necessary to split the data set into a number of (s.+h.) subsets, for example, and use (2.1), (2.2) for each set.
. -e . .
in (4.1) and (4.6), Sec. 2 of [l] . Thus, by choosing an acceptable false alarm probability . a;(= By) , (4.6), [l] , and an acceptable (conditional) probability p& of correctly detecting the presence of the desired signal, we can determine the resulting minimum detectable signal, Sr) here, from (4.9), [l] , viz:
with O(x) = (2/&)/te-f dt = erf.x, as before. Equations (2.6), (2.6a) allow us to write equivalently for (2.5): To proceed further, however, we must return to the threshold evaluation of a; 
Sfafisfical-Physical Noise Models:
From the analysis in Section 2 above, it is clear that the central statistical information required -in developing and testing our threshold detection algorithms [cf. (2.1) here] is the first order pdf wl(zIHg) , vide (2.3), of the non-deterministic part of the clutter noise, including all additive gaussian noise components associated with the scattered radar return, any ambient sources, and inherent system noise. * ? However, the proper bias is still necessary in p~ in order to assure consistency of the test and its asymptotic optimality.
As explained in [I], Section 3, a candidate model hereis Class
which in its usual form (with additive, zero-mean gauss noise) is a %parameter gauss mixture model. Reverberation (acoustic) and clutter (EM) are typical sources of such noise, since they consist of sums of independent scattered "replicas" of the incidental signal. The associated pdf (2.3) here is analytically described below. The observed data {Zj-mn}, for which we construct an appropriate Class A model, may take several forms, depending on the manner of its initial processing before application to an LOBD like (2.1) above. We have specifically:
(i). Zj = narrow-band, instantaneous amplitudes
z, zq E in-phase, and quadrature components .
(ii). zj = instantaneous envelopes,
--E(m)( tn); or (iii). Zj = instantaneous intensities For example, the data shown in Figure 3 .3 of [l] are partially time-averaged pixel intensities, at distinct periods of time (n) and spatial location (m). Original, unaveraged data are given by (i), or by the instantaneous envelopes (after initial detection), before subsequent optimal processing according to the algorithm (2.1) for test (2.11), for example. Similar remarks may also be applied to the instantaneous intensities (E), (3.1~).
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The signal structures corresponding to (3.1) take the form
(ii).
(iii).
; (3.2a) (3.2al) Finally, other, ad hoc models, e.g., K-distributions [6], log-normal pdPs [A, etc., may be needed if the data show more complex mechanisms are at work statistically.
*
We remark that for the single-scatter (k = 11, or "speckle" component of the clutter (cf. 31, Sec. 3.1, of [l] , each pixel [1.5m x 44m], vide Fig. 3.3 , [l] namely each pulse return "footprint" of the radar, may support O(10-20) "facets" O(15m x 1.5m), so that approximately by the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), [5], Sec. 7.7-3) this component is gaussian. It is included with, and is probably the main contibutor to, the postulated gaussian background (GI in our Class A noise model above.
.. Reference [8] provides an elementary starting point here for these tasks. Note, in addition, that one problem is obtaining sufficient accuracy (small ds) out on the "tails" of the distribution's (pdfs here), say at 4 6 standard deviations (ds). Also, one should start with "good" data, i.e., not obviously contaminated by surface ships.
(Reference [9] , and Dr. , can offer additional advice on questions of statistical data analysis here).
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IV. Related Statistics:
These are given by (2.31, viz: 
